The modulation of neural activity in visual cortex is thought to be a key mechanism of visual attention. The inves-23 tigation of attentional modulation in high-level visual areas, however, is hampered by the lack of clear tuning or 24 contrast response functions. In the present functional magnetic resonance imaging study we therefore systemat-25 ically assessed how small voxel-wise biases in object preference across hundreds of voxels in the lateral occipital 26 complex were affected when attention was directed to objects. We found that the strength of attentional modu-27 lation depended on a voxel's object preference in the absence of attention, a pattern indicative of an amplificatory 28 mechanism. Our results show that such attentional modulation effectively increased the mutual information be-29 tween voxel responses and object identity. Further, these local modulatory effects led to improved information-30 based object readout at the level of multi-voxel activation patterns and to an increased reproducibility of these 31 patterns across repeated presentations. We conclude that attentional modulation enhances object coding in 32 local and distributed object representations of the lateral occipital complex. 33
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conducted a localizer run with 5 blocks of intact objects, 5 blocks of split 159 objects and 10 blocks of grid-scrambled versions of the objects in ran- ject, the attentional modulation should not differ between the
presentations of the voxel's preferred and non-preferred object. We 280 therefore defined a preference index PI(i) for each object i and each
281
voxel based on the data of the unattended condition:
where β unatt (i) and β unatt (\i) are the voxel-wise beta values in the unattended condition for object i and all objects except i (denoted as "not i": 
where β att (i) and β att (\i) are the voxel-wise beta values in the attended condition for object i and all objects except i respectively.
293
Finally, we quantified the RAI as a function of PI. To preclude a selec-
294
tion bias we used a leave-one-run-out procedure, such that PI and RAI
295
were computed on independent data. The leave-one-run-out procedure 
Thus we subtract from the total entropy H(X), which corresponds to 315 the overall dynamic range of responses, the noise entropy, which is a 316 measure for the noise in the data conditional on each presented object.
317
The remainder quantifies to what degree the variation in the BOLD sig- given object y was presented. We normalized the mutual information for each participant to a range between 0 and 1 by dividing MI(X;Y) 335 by the total entropy H(X) (Kojadinovic, 2005 analysis, we also computed the between-object pattern similarity (BPS).
375
BPS was assessed analogously to WPS, except that the correlation coef-376 ficients were computed between patterns evoked by different objects,
377
resulting in three between-object comparisons (camera-can, camera- Fig. 2A ).
408
In order to test whether the effect of the attention manipulation was to the response of the other objects in the unattended condition. We hy-
436
pothesized that RAI should increase as a function of PI.
437
To this end, we used a leave-one-run-out procedure, in which we 
469
In a first step we assessed the effect of attention on the reproducibil- 
In a second step we directly assessed how attention affected the which would be necessary to quantify the ratio between attended and Fig. 3 . Relative attentional modulation as a function of object preference. The relative attentional modulation index (RAI) quantifies the attentional modulation for a given object relative to the average modulation of the other objects. For each participant voxels were binned into deciles according to their object preference index (PI). The plot shows the averaged RAI for each preference bin. Error bars denote SEM corrected for between-subject variance (Cousineau, 2005) .
A B Fig. 4 . Pattern level. A, between-object and within-object pattern similarity within the LOC ROI. Each dot represents one participant. The dashed diagonal line indicates identical within-and between-object similarity of activation patterns. Attention leads to a shift of data points below the diagonal line, indicating higher pattern similarity for repeated presentations of the same object compared to the pattern similarity of different objects. Between-subject variance was removed for illustration. B, SVM decoding results based on percent correct classification (decoding accuracy). Error bars denote SEM corrected for between-subject variance (Cousineau, 2005) . Statistical comparison was based on a twotailed t-test.
unattended responses analogous to the ratio of firing rates in these pre- At the level of multi-voxel activation patterns we found improved 597 decodability of attended relative to unattended objects, which is in ac- 
664
In contrast, we found that the increase in mutual information explained 
Implications for mechanisms of visual attention

682
The results of the present study corroborate the notion that behav- 
694
The model describes the modulation of attention by two processes: a feature-based attention strategy causes a sharpening of tuning curves.
706
The fact that our brightness discrimination task emphasized spatial at- other sensory modalities.
714
In conclusion, our results show that visual spatial attention modu-
715
lates neural activity as a function of voxel-based object preferences.
716
Through these modulatory processes, attention enhances object coding for assistance with rendering the object images from 3D models.
